
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

Data protection explanation of the MOTOMETER GmbH 

 

 

The homepage of MOTOMETER is operated by MOTOMETER GmbH, located in Pforzheim.  

MOTOMETER GmbH (in the following mentioned as „MOTOMETER “) takes the protection of the personal data very 

seriously and will collect and use all personal data in agreement with the valid data protection law. 

 

MOTOMETER would like to describe you on the basis of this data protection explanation, which data are absolutely 

needed and how you can get additional benefit by adding optional data. Your data are only raised and stored, if you 

gave us your agreement/permission. 

 

§ 1 Personal data 

If you register for a raffle, the MOTOMETER newsletter, the use of certain web applications or the acquisition of 

achievements with costs, we ask you for some personal data. We ask only for those data, which we need, to realise an 

appropriate application or achievement. Depending upon application or achievement we collect the following: e-mail-

address, surname and first name, address, date of birth, telephone number, country and title. The necessary data fields 

are marked with a star. 

 

§ 2 The use of your data 

MOTOMETER asks you for names, address and further necessary data, if you want to e.g. order a product or an 

interactive service, subscribe for the MOTOMETER newsletter or participate on a raffle. In this case those personal data 

are inquired, which are necessary for the respective service and its personalisation. MOTOMETER records your 

agreement to collect and store the data. If you do not agree, we cannot offer you the selected application or 

achievement. With your access to this website we store identification data (IP address) and further information (date, 

time, regarded side) on our server for purposes of data security. An evaluation of the anonymous data (IP-address) will 

not be realised expect for statistic purposes. All your personal data are stored at MOTOMETER only for the purposes, 

for which you announced us to use. 

 

§ 3 Transfer of personal data 

MOTOMETER uses your personal data (see § 1) only in-house, except we are obligated to make it public- due to a 

judicial or governmental arrangement. In this regard, we need to point out that e-Mails which are sent to personal e-

mail addresses of MOTOMETER GmbH will be forwarded to a colleague if the responsible person is in absence. 

 

 

 



 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

§ 4 Right to information 

You can get information at any time about your data we stored. If necessary please send a letter at MOTOMETER 

GmbH, Fritz-Neuert-Straße 27, 75181 Pforzheim, Germany or e-mail to: info@motometer.de 

 

 

§ 5 Deletion of personal data 

At any time you can disagree by mail on personal data collection and storage according to § 13 (2) TMG. The postal 

address is: MOTOMETER GmbH, Fritz-Neuert-Straße 27, 75181 Pforzheim, or send an e-mail to: info@motometer.de. In 

this case MOTOMETER GmbH will delete your data. If you disagree in collecting, storage and using your data 

MOTOMETER is not able to realise certain services e.g. sending the newsletter or participate in raffles any more. 

 

§ 6 Subject of change 

MOTOMETER reserves the right to update this data protection explanation at any time 

considering the legal defaults. We inform you on our website about updates. 

 


